UNSW Science’s Ambition

1. UNSW Science will make profound scientific discoveries to benefit society; will translate fundamental science into new applications; will become the Australian destination of choice for science students and equip them to contribute to Australia and the world; will be a peer with the World’s best science faculties.

2. UNSW Science will be globally acknowledged for technological and pedagogical innovation, and be a national leader in educational excellence.

3. UNSW Science will develop a culture which values the impact of, and access to, its education and research as greatly as attaining academic excellence.

4. UNSW Science will proactively take a role in global education and research, selectively aligning our strengths and priorities with high impact opportunities.

5. UNSW Science will effectively balance the diverse professional needs of our people with the needs of the business to create a high performance Faculty.

6. UNSW Science will promote diversity & inclusion, enhancing organisational commitment and accountability, and supporting cultural change with a focus on increasing the number of female staff at senior levels, increasing cultural diversity, increasing the proportion of students and staff of indigenous heritage and increasing the accessibility of higher education to students and staff with disabilities and/or from lower socio-economic backgrounds.